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A. Peter is counting the things. Help him write the numbers. (9/100 @1)

B. Fill in the correct pronouns. (5/100 @1)

1. I am six years old.  am young.

2. Grandpa is sixty years old.  is old.

3. My mother loves me.  likes cooking.

4. The boys have some paper.  are drawing.

5. Mum and I have some butter.  are making a cake.

one two three four five

six seven eight nine ten

seven
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C. Choose the correct answer. (7/100 @1)

I am baby Toby.

1. ( This is / That is ) my handbag.  2. ( This is / That is ) my radio.

3. ( This is / These are ) my pencils. 4. ( That is / Those are ) my vases.

5. ( This is / That is ) my watch.  6. ( This is / That is ) my chair.

7. ( That is / Those are ) my brooms.

D. Choose the correct adjectives. (12/100 @2)

1. Grandma is 80 years old. She is ( old / young ). Candy is 6 years old. 

She is ( old / young ).

2. It is ( hot / cold ) in summer. It is ( hot / cold ) in winter.

3. A bus is ( big / small ). A taxi is ( big / small ).

4. A pig is ( fat / thin ). A monkey is ( fat / thin ).

5. Toby is laughing. He is ( happy / sad ). Ruby is crying. She is ( happy / sad ).

6. A horse’s tail is ( long / short ). A pig’s tail is ( long / short ).
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E. Look at the pictures. Complete the sentences using ‘ have’ or ‘has’ and the
 correct words. (14/100 @2)

a ballon a book a drum a fish

a kite a watermelon some flowers an ice-cream

e.g.       1.

  Uncle Ray has a fish .    Johnny .

2.       3.

 My brother .   My sister and I .

4.       5.

 The girls .  I .

6.       7.

  I .  You .
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F. Fill in the blanks with is, am, or are. (10/100 @1)

1. The children  in the playground.

2. Mr. Lam  tall and fat.

3. I  an English teacher.

4. My brother  eight years old.

5. You  kind. I like to play with you.

6. Mum and I  in the kitchen.

7. The rabbit  on the grassland.

8. The toys  in the box.

9. The lamp  on the desk.

10. Grandma  old. Her hair is white.

G. Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’. (7/100 @1)

1. There is  octopus in the sea.

2. My sister has got  umbrella.

3. There is  clock on the wall.

4. Grandpa has got  orange.

5. There is  egg in the bowl.

6. Mary has got  schoolbag.

7. There is  elephant in the zoo.
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I. Fill in the blanks below with correct irregular plural nouns. (14/100 @2)

1. The monster has five !

2. The  are eating some cheese.

3. The  are swimming in the sea.

4. There are ten  in the farm.

5. Men wear ties and  wear dresses.

6. The  are playing in the park.

7. Sarah is brushing her .

e.g.    four cows      1. 

2.     3. 

4.     5. 

teeth sheep women children feet fish mice

H. Count how many animals there are in the farm.  (10/100 @2)
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J. Mandy has written a postcard to Mary. Read the postcard. Answer the following
 questions in complete sentences and blacken the correct circles. (12/100 @2)

1. Fill in the blank to compete the following sentences.

Mandy visits ____________ in Australia.

2. What can we get from cows?

○ A.      ○ B.

○ C.      ○ D.
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3. What animals can Mandy see?

○ A.iii and iv      ○ B.i, ii and iii

○ C.i, ii and iv      ○ D.i, ii and v

4. What farm animal does Mandy like best?

5. Where does Mandy feed the ducklings?

6. What farm animal do you like best?  


